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In recent years kilims have become sought after both as functional and as decorative items. Their

versatility, the beauty of their colours and patterning and their reasonable prices all help to explain

this level of interest, but the abundance of patterns and style has made the search for the right kilim

a bewildering process. This comprehensive guide ensures that independent advice is now available.

For the beginner, the guide explains what kilims are, how, where and by whom they are made, how

they get their names and how they are classified and marketed. For those who are thinking of

buying, the guide offers advice on suitability and quality, when and where to buy and it provides a

useful table of comparisons. For those who know the basics but want to know more, the book offers

an overview of the events and beliefs that have shaped the kilim-making world, providing a

reference source on tribal, regional and contemporary workshop weaving groups.
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You don't have to be a rug dealer to enjoy this one! Every page is filled with fascinating detail and

yet as with the other books of his that I've read it's a really easy read. There are lots of clear

illustrations and more than forty fabulous full-page colour shots of rugs - they are almost worth

framing themselves!For a serious bargain-hunter like me though, there is a wealth of valuable tips

on what to look for and how to get the best for your money. I also found the rug-making techniques

interesting and clearly described, they give a good understanding of what gives each one its unique

characteristics.I found the cultural side of rug making particularly interesting. From the ethnic and



religious, to the surprising influences of modern warfare on recent rug motifs the history and

geography surrounding rug production is meticulously documented with maps and thoroughly

researched information on even the smallest weaving groups..The definitive guide!

There are 2 types of woven rugs: those with pile (an extreme example of pile is our shag carpets

from the 1960's) and flat-woven like our Navaho blankets. While most continents contain countries

or regions that weave textiles, kilim is the most common term for flat-woven rugs with a

predominately Islamic heritage and design system from the Near-, Far-, and Mid-East. The author

gives a lively and interesting history of the kilim and the peoples who make them, providing maps

and discussions of each type of kilim. The details of bargaining for, bidding at auction, recognizing

and valuing rugs are quite helpful. I recommend this book also for its beatiful color plates.

Excellent kilim referance book, vivid color pictures, good information. We loved it. We shared this

book with our friends and familiy.

Good reference book.

Great book for a great price...
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